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ABSTRACT 

 

For the past years, a natural disaster is a severe problem for society. The professional's 

priority work for finding best solution of problem. Indeed, no one can stop natural 

calamities. The way aware individual about genuine risks. It is a big gap among the 

community to get information on time to safe life, tradition, culture and worldly things. 

After receiving the news, then find a way to spread it to the various categories of users. 

Accordingly, it is describing the whole procedure to design and implement a proposed 

early warning system. It represents the fundamental terminology like a natural disaster, 

early warning system alongside alerts (SMS, social media, and GIS), software 

development life cycle, and web application structure with specific APIs. 

The results and performance of the Early Warning System (EWS) are analyzed. It 

shows the complete implementation details with GUI and describes the whole features 

accordingly. The EWS fundamentally facilitates the community by sending warning 

notifications. It is the beauty of the EWS system to share the alerts through the web-

browser geographically. It includes acquired determinations, in addition to some 

suggestions for future works discuss. 

The results to be having by sharing a survey included ten questions to the society. By 

the following actual data and using of System Usability Scale (SUS) get a good score 

of 73.75 %. 
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1 CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

Following climate variation, natural hazards and environmental damages are 

prognosticating to rise except early warning. Community involvement in 

alleviation and risk minimization are directly rapt. 

Now, EWS promotes disaster risk reduction. No individual has an idea about the 

natural disaster to be standing. Furthermore, any creatures cannot prevent a 

natural disaster. EWS secures the society by the awareness. 

The EWS for flood, drought, fire, earthquake, land sliding, and tsunami; can be 

defined as a set of inclinations need to produce, disseminate timely and 

meaningful warning information of the possible violent event of a disaster. 

Individuals, communities, and associations need to use this knowledge to plan 

and respond accordingly on time to minimize the likelihood of damage, loss, or 

risk [1].Figure 1.1 shows all the early warning system (EWS) phases, such as 1. 

Risk Knowledge, 2. Monitoring and Warning, 3. Dissemination and 

Communication, and 4. Response Capability. 

 
Figure 1.1 Early Warning System (EWS) [1] 
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Nowadays, social media is a winning source for assembling and sharing 

information with the community. With real-time working spacecraft, the 

authorities or meteorological station accepts all required erudition about the 

weather as per geographical locations. Then, leaders use to share the news with 

the locale or international population using any familiar media platform like 

Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Viber, Etc. Figure (1.2) illustrates Meteorological 

Station Work to Monitor Natural Disaster.  

 
Figure 1.2:  Meteorological Station Work to Monitor Natural Disaster [2] 

 

Fast communication social media platforms are boon to society regarding passing 

the vulnerable news about any geographic point. Because of getting information 

on time, people may save their lives and money from disasters [2]. 

Around the world, as per the record of emergency events database, natural 

hazards have the cost of three trillion dollars of economic destruction and 1.3 

million casualties with more than 4.4 billion people injured between 1998 and 
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2017, according to the research of Center for Research on Epidemiology of 

Disasters-CRED (2018), Economic Losses, Poverty and Disasters [3]. 

The EWS is a general idea for informing the community, authorities, and 

sometimes travelers about the disaster or variabilities. This system works on 

Remote Sensing (RS), Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping, and 

Pressure-Status-Response (PSR) [4]. 

Natural disasters induced a substantial loss of human life each year everywhere 

in the world. A broad scope of activity to unite Cloud Computing technologies 

with emergency management control attained over the research field. A general 

picture of the present investigation highlights the existing analysis rifts, demands, 

and obstacles expected in this research sector. This fair picture of the research 

bents lays a solid framework for a well-directed forthcoming job as more effective 

Natural Disaster Management (NDM) to ensure minimal losses inflicted by 

natural hazards to the global community [5]. 

It is an extensive try to find a relevant solution for the Disaster Risk Reduction 

(DRR) dilemmas for tourists and civilizations to solve using specific online 

resources [6]. 

It affects economic policies and individual psychology. Thus, the travelers afraid 

of the disaster locations for visiting. It assumes the financial losses to the 

community as well as to the country [7].  

From the EWS system, visitors worldwide can understand the current climatic 

conditions for any geographical region. This information implies advantageous 

while tourists visit any spot, perhaps people do not know about disasters. 

Moreover, most country people do not know their cities' weather, and another 

factor corresponded besides natural hazards. Hence, several technology-aided 

systems' progress in assuming and moderating the effects of natural risks, 

practical disaster forecast, and management continue to remain a global matter. 
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The proposed investigation is to achieve conformity to compose the old-

fashioned data gathering manner into a computerized order. Each station owns its 

account to submit data and signify apparent to headquarter. The next phase of the 

investigation performs the latest system that envisions all the data at headquarter 

and elevates simple information to the people for seeing. It will be coupling two 

phases into a single system, such as an early warning system consisting of a robust 

website and a mobile application. The early warning system will also include an 

alarm system to caution people at a remarkable place of an expected disaster. 

A natural disaster defines as an actual happening that harms the community, 

foundation, and amenities. Due to such an effect, society needs to respond to its 

consequences. It indicates that natural events occurred and then missing 

population; no infrastructure, preferentially man-used land, would not declare any 

disaster. Nevertheless, a tragedy has passed, people should manage with it. 

Disaster management is an applied science that explores, by precise detection and 

analysis of disasters, to improve restraint, moderation, willingness, emergency 

acknowledgment, and rehabilitation. Disaster management has been organizing 

under four phases called disaster management cycle: Prevention, Preparedness, 

Response, and Recovery. Figure (1.3) illustrates the life-cycle for disaster 

management [8]. 

 
Figure 1.3: Disaster Management Life-cycle relate to Risk Reduction [8] 
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1.2 Related Works 

In this thesis, some novel interpretations have been reexamined. The center is on 

the early alert system for natural disaster risk reduction that experts employed in 

diverse styles to conquer natural hazards. 

In 2017, Md. Fahim Sikder et al. showed disaster management system signifies a 

short message service (SMS) application for mobile connection technology. 

Android technology empowers to acquire data of the web quickly. This 

applicability performs purification aid toward the user's application if the mobile 

device exists in a potential disaster-affected area by considering its current 

location. It assists souls to proceed to a harmless site or safety point ere the crash. 

This application also expedites tracking the evacuation process ceaselessly to take 

quick actions if necessitated by the authorities [9]. 

In 2017, Alfredo Mahar et al. developed a tool against the flood’s emergency in 

hazard-prone areas, Philippines. The instrument exhibits open LiDAR, radar 

remote sensing, and Website-Geographic Information System (Web-GIS) 

technologies to obtain more reliable choices towards flood disasters. Throughout 

the analysis of the system of flood disasters, mostly are small-scale or decision-

supporting in marking the societal difficulty [10]. 

In 2017, A. Sofwan et al. proposed this analysis based on natural weather 

monitoring sources in the region. To create a GSM cellular network for an early 

alert system for natural Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR), scientists have used 

different ways to overcome natural disaster risks to share information and 

warning from the sources to the user for any natural disasters. The collected 

knowledge broadcasts toward the internetworking cloud by a GSM interface 

modem. Some researchers work simultaneously in determining the problems and 

methods in solving the issues. Formerly choose the fittest solution to identify and 
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defeat natural uncertainties on the earth [11]. Figure (1.4) clarifies the steps of 

their proposed system.  

 

Figure 1.4: Proposed location based early disaster warning and evacuation system [11] 

 

In 2017, Ana Heryana et al. stated as EWS aids in disaster risk reduction. This 

research showed an agile development process for developing and implementing 

a mobile application to know the community from landslides and earthquakes. 

This application runs on an android system software technology for all mobile 

devices [12]. 

In 2017, Yusuke Hirohara et al. introduced a hazard knowledge cloud 

arrangement toward Disaster Prevention and Reduction. The configuration 

mentioned above comprises the emergency data gathering function and the data 

output function. The danger acknowledgment office appropriates the system 

stated up concerning erudition sharing furthermore news circulating at the 

moment of actual large-scale natural casualties. The danger learning facts 

function fits to record the numerous genuine emergency erudition congregated in 
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the danger response offices. The emergency knowledge output function facilitates 

distributing the hazard report immediately in the emergency reply center. Besides 

the disaster mentioned above, the erudition cloud practice circumvents natural 

emergency hazards such as records damage and system failure. Here, the system 

empowers citizens to send disaster reports through advertising real-time 

experience through data transmission tools [13]. 

In 2018, Serpil Gerdan illustrated that limited time and time pressure are the pair 

of significant disaster management difficulties. Due to this, disaster management 

requires to geographic information system (GIS) based contingency response 

plan and decision support system. It helps to link up all of the stakeholders 

incorporated to hazard control. Also, it describes the pre-disaster and post-

disaster analyses regarding human, nature, and asset losses [14]. 

In 2018, Ismail Khan et al. investigated autochthonous exercises and 

methodologies selected to alleviate flooding. Simultaneously, it serves out 

possible ways to build a community-based early alert arrangement for flash 

flooding. For the same reason, initial data gathering through a design analyst 

cluster questionnaire via Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) at 55 flash flooding 

lying nullahs (streams) of Azad Jammu and Kashmir. Outcomes concerned with 

first data interpretation throughout the survey indicate a very high recurrence of 

flash flooding in the year (nearly annual basis) associated with periodic 

fluctuation inside a specific region. The population advised regional potentials 

(amplifiers, mobile interfaces, and religious society hubs) to distribute quick-

maturing signals to the inhabitants [15]. 

In 2018, Dodon Yendri et al. used fuzzy logic techniques to analyze the weather 

conditions. It specifies temperature, humidity, and wind speed, plus classifies the 

day as sunny weather, cloudy weather, light rain, or/and heavy rain. Accordingly, 
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the automatic weather system (AWS) and the flash flood EWS performed 80% 

and 70% accuracy, respectively, to serve the community [16]. 

In 2018, Anh Gian Quoc addressed the Monitoring and Early Warning System 

(MEWS) as a flexible arrangement of the star topology and the tree topology. 

MEWS helps in monitoring climatic conditions for the landslide plus provides 

the notification via wireless sensor nodes. Each sensor node can transmit and 

collect data straight to the gateway independently. Accordingly, MEWS decides 

the safety of the station from land sliding [17]. 

In 2018, M. Acosta-Coll et al. illustrated an EWS for saving the life from floods. 

EWS shares the notification to the community by using wireless sensor 

techniques such as GPRS and wireless modules under the 802.15 standard. It 

facilitated a prior alert to the urban people [18]. 

In 2018, Bayes Ahmed et al. stated as EWS is composed of Web-GIS technology 

to alert for land-sliding. An early warning notification is sent to the human being 

to predict weather conditions using an artificial neural network (ANN), multiple 

regressions, principal component analysis, and support vector machine (SVM) 

[19]. 

In 2019, Xuejiao Bai et al. described the importance of artificial intelligence (AI) 

to monitor climate stipulations or geo-hazard. AI techniques (like cluster 

technology, genetic algorithm, and deep learning) reduce human intervention and 

make the system automatic for quick and correct replies. This research considers 

the automated recognition, prediction, and early warning of the crumbling stone 

on the highway onward by sliding slant heights. It improves disaster classification 

and management's intellectual level plus provides travelers with more secure and 

comfortable driving co-operations [20]. 
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In 2019, N. Bhuvana et al. identified that social media platforms like Facebook 

and WhatsApp played an essential role in getting Chennai people aware of natural 

disasters. This research signified that social media was more convenient as 

compared to traditional media for the locale. Many people saved their life by 

gathering pertinent information on time through social media [21]. 

In 2019, Md Rashid Mahmood et al. described weather prediction for rain, wind, 

heat, pressure, humidity, etc., using data mining techniques like Back 

Propagation, Naïve Bayesian, and Decision Tree Induction. The author 

represented the cumulative distribution function by analyzing temperature 

changes and humidity to forecast weather conditions for the next three years [22]. 

In 2019, Ahmed O. El-Kholei described disaster risk reduction for natural hazards 

like floods and earthquakes. The author used statistical techniques for data 

analysis by following clustering tests or hierarchical clustering analysis. It 

facilitates awareness of the people about using the land properly regarding 

understanding disaster risk [23]. 

In 2020, Ran Goldblatt et al. stated that OpenStreetMap (OSM) highly facilitates 

disaster risk reduction. It is a technology to set a database by collecting pictures 

from distinct ways like GPS records, satellite images, and import datasets from 

external resources mean Microsoft, Google, and Facebook. OSM helps in the 

description of natural hazard-prone areas or not. This classification improves the 

accuracy of prediction for getting an idea about harmless spots to evacuate people 

[23]. 

In 2020, Nur Anis Athirah et al. indicated, a spate signifies an actual incident 

wherever each portion of a tract (or region), ordinarily barren area, swiftly 

becomes submerged with lots of water. The excess water on land during an 

overflow, however, is initially contaminated plus hazardous to take. On 14 

November 2017, a flash flood hit the area of Batu Pahat, Malaysia. Substantial 
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rainfall continues for more than two hours, prompting rainwater to drain off the 

domestic area's sewerage arrangement. Individual families could evacuate earlier 

if they received an early notification. Therefore, the authors focused on 

developing a primary overflow warning through SMS intelligence to expose the 

rainwater level and provide quick communication or notice to the population and 

civilization about the flood. The aforementioned refined practice can also help 

endangered people prepare and vacate before a more harmless or higher spot to 

preserve beings and necessary worldly things. The solar system unites 

arrangement as the power resource to advance renewable electricity due to the 

usual sources' consumption. Rechargeable cells and solar charger controllers 

utilize backup energy (or power) supply systems [24]. 
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1.3 Discussion about Previous Work 

Table (1.1) illustrates the prestigious authors' work regarding alerting people 

about natural calamities on time or before time. Here, it clearly shows the 

different technologies to send the notification to the commoner. Some authors 

used mobile devices with GPS, some used with social media applications, some 

worked on CNN decision-tree algorithm or ANN for prediction purposes, and 

some struggled with Google MAP, GIS, or wireless sensors. 

The EWS completes all information, such as sending alert notifications 

geographically with the web browser. It is easy to obtain by users, no need to use 

extra memory on mobile devices to install a specific application. 

 

Table 1.1: Previous Work Discussion 

Reference(s) Year 
Used 

Technology 

Disaster 

Type 
Results 

[24] 2020 
Mobile phone and 

GPS 
Flood 

The residents got 

information and warning 

about the water level. 

[25] 2020 

OpenStreetMap 

(OSM), GPS, 

social media 

Any natural 

disaster 

Evacuate people to harmless 

spot. 

[7] 2019 
Data analysis 

software 

Flood, 

Earthquake 

There is a desired 

requirement for developing 

early warning systems 

because the Arab cities are 

not well prepared for 

disasters. 

[22] 2019 
Data mining 

techniques 

Any natural 

calamities 

Weather condition prediction 

for next three years 

[21] 2019 
Mobile phone and 

social media 
Flood 

Social media information 

could help disaster 

management. 
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[20] 2019 

Artificial 

intelligence 

techniques 

Crumbling 

stone 
Early warning notification 

[19] 2018 
Web-GIS, ANN, 

SVM 
Landslide 

Early warning notification to 

the human 

[18] 2018 

GPRS, wireless 

modules under 

802.15 standard 

Flood Prior alert to the people 

[17] 2018 

Star and tree 

topologies, 

wireless sensor 

nodes 

Landslide Early warning notifications 

[16] 2018 
Fuzzy logic 

techniques 
Flood 

To analyze and classify the 

weather conditions 

[20] 2018 Mobile interface Flood 
Early alert notification to the 

community for flash flooding 

[14] 2018 GIS 
Any natural 

disaster 

Make a plan and decision 

support system for disaster 

management 

[13] 2017 Cloud service 
Any natural 

disaster 

Emergency 

acknowledgement for 

disaster casualties 

[12] 2017 

Agile 

development life 

cycle 

Landslides 

and 

earthquakes 

Development and implement 

a mobile application for 

communication. 

[11] 2017 
GSM cellular 

network 

Any natural 

disaster 

Share information to the 

community about natural 

disaster. 

[26] 2017 

LiDAR, Radar 

Remote Sensing, 

Web-GIS 

Flood 

This analysis support for 

decision making about 

societal difficulty. 

[9] 2017 
Short Message 

Service (SMS) 

Disaster 

affected area 

Trace the evacuation process 

proceed to the harmless site 
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1.4 Problem Statement 

The meteorological stations in any region of worldwide collect data about the 

weather through using specialized equipment. However, this data only used for 

station purposes, which means no individual in the area can benefit from it. Even 

when specific data about a particular place demanded, the process performed 

explicitly by either visiting headquarter by using telephones to obtain the 

required information. Furthermore, some stations are still sending data to 

headquarters using old-fashion printed papers or phone calls. Hence, managing 

this data better and making it visible to all people in the region is vital. Till today, 

no alert or warning system exists in many worldwide regions provided for the 

people. Due to the same unawareness of the future natural problem, many people 

lost their lives, traditions, cultures, and worldly assets. Even people get afraid of 

natural calamities and do not have any idea of a safe place to evacuate 

themselves. 

Once the data accumulated electronically, data analysis can perform by 

producing valuable information presented to the community. Furthermore, alert 

systems can build on the analyzed data to alarm people at a specific region for 

an expected disaster such as flooding, torrents, heavy snowfall, Etc. Furthermore, 

it prevents or reduces the risk of catastrophe. 

1.5 Thesis Scope 

The scope of this thesis mainly concentrated on the awareness of the society 

nationally or internationally before natural disasters could happen in any form. 

Its benefits are avoiding or minimizing the effect of natural hazards on the 

community, and individuals may save their lives, family lives, money, and 

worldly things. Therefore, implementing an early warning system for natural 

dangers to be aware of the public in particular areas is a proposal for 

implementing early warning system. Momentarily, EWS secure or alarm the 

society for awareness. The EWS for weather disasters will be interpreted as a kit 
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of preferences to design, distribute relevant and accurate warning reports of a 

disaster's possible severe event. This information enables individuals, 

communities, and organizations to warn and respond competently with ample 

time to diminish the occurrence of harm, loss, or risk. 

 

1.6 Thesis Aims 

The aims of the thesis are: 

A. Create a system to facilitate the community to get information about weather. 

B. To use the system to find the location by following longitude and latitude 

information for the weather.   

C. to provide notification about up normal weather to the people by the weather 

admin. 

D. to facilitate to the  visitors for weather forecasting geographically. 

E. to reduce disaster risk by providing correct weather information to the 

individual. 

 

1.7 Thesis Layout 

This thesis consists of five chapters: 

Chapter One introduce the thesis overview and related works. It also provides 

the problem statement, thesis scope, and thesis aims. 

Chapter Two explains the background work. It defines the basic terminology 

like a natural disaster, early warning system beside means of alerts (SMS, social 

media, and GIS) web application architecture, and software development life 

cycle. 
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Chapter Three describes the general structure of the study. It clarifies functional 

and non-functional requirements of the proposed EWS system with specific 

APIs. 

Chapter Four describes the results, and analyzes the performance of early 

warning system (EWS) . It shows the complete implementation details with GUI 

and represents the whole features accordingly. 

Chapter Five includes derived conclusions,and discusses some suggestions for 

future works. 
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2 CHAPTER TWO 

BACKGROUND THEORY 

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter describes the whole background study in detail concerning web-

based and mobile-based applications for the community. Firstly, it is discusses 

the natural disaster, considers the harm of natural disaster risks. It then explains 

EWS and the characteristics of EWS for the authorities and local or overseas 

people. Moreover, it draws the details to means-of-alert or warning notifications 

such as Short Message Service (SMS), social media platforms (like Twitter, 

Facebook, or WhatsApp), and GIS. 

2.2 Natural Disaster  

A severe disturbance of society's functioning, inducing comprehensive 

individual, matter, or environmental damages, surpasses the confined limit to 

acknowledge and asks for outer help. A Natural Disaster is a universal 

phenomenon that harms the inhabitants, foundations, and amenities. Due to such 

an effect, the community needs to respond against the phenomenon or its 

consequence. It is not considering a danger where the actual incident occurred, 

and there is the nonexistence of people, foundation, or man-used land. 

Nevertheless, whenever a tragedy should happen, the humanities must persevere 

[26]. 

Natural disasters, including earthquakes, Tsunamis, floods, hurricanes, and 

volcanic eruptions, have provoked immense harm and frighten millions of 

individuals and several infrastructure capabilities per cycle. A disaster is a 

sudden, catastrophic event that seriously disrupts a community or society's 

functioning and causes human, material, and economic or environmental losses 

that exceed the community's or society's ability to cope using its resources [9]. 
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2.3 Early Warning System (EWS)  

The EWS is an excellent embedded system to avoid intolerable human errors 

for detecting natural hazards. Here it is categorized into three levels; 1. 

Ordinary Level, 2. Attention Level, and 3. Alarm Level. The ordinary or usual 

level means not any emergency; attention level means to try to be ready for any 

trouble to leave the spot quickly; alarm level means an emergency happened, 

leave the particular area presently [1]. 

The EWS serves as an environmental indicator. It detects the risk instantly and 

directly provide the alarm or warn the community. The vital role of the 

indicators is communication establishment [4]. 

The elevation flood's early-warning system comprises data and information 

processing assistance, mainly computer network, database, information query, 

and forecasting, etc. The computer network provides a platform for 

communication appliances and applications to well-organized data accession, 

processing, information inquiry, forecasting, and knowledge representing and 

socializing [26]. 

Early warning systems denote as an imperative mechanism for Community-

Based Disaster Risk Management strategies. It equips populations with 

relevant, confined information on environmental situations to infer danger 

levels offers notified conclusions to preserve life. Consequently, it empowers 

the inhabitants and secures the systems' sustainability [15]. 

2.4 Means of Alert System 

Means of alert define the way of informing the community for saving life and 

essential belongings. The EWS predicts the disaster's status and quickly spread 

warning to the areas [4, 15]. Below are some means of the alert system: 
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2.4.1 Short Message Service (SMS) Alert System 

The Cell Broadcasting Service (CBS) or Global System for Mobile 

Communications (GSM) is quite fit toward the public alert system around any 

mishappening. The CBS server facilitates SMS to get an immediate disaster 

signal and transfer it to all the residents. It directly sends messages to the users 

in a specific area with no network blockage and provides information about a 

harmless station. The SMS service for early disaster warning is more 

comfortable implementing mobile devices due to mobile users' awareness 

nowadays [24, 27, 28]. 

2.4.2 Social Media System 

Nowadays, social media provides an active communication source for the 

public, government, and universe. Social media applications used for informing 

people of disaster hazards to be inline. People evacuated from the place quickly, 

including saving the life and assets as feasible. Besides, Twitter, Facebook, and 

WhatsApp are all the social media platforms to be having a highly active user 

community. It is perfect to use these active platforms for eye-openers to 

particular areas, resource needs, and resource distribution ways, improving 

decision-making in concrete disasters. This process empowers the public and 

the authorities to communicate text messages, including record video messages. 

It adds to realize a position of excellent collaboration between many 

stakeholders, supporting to advance the current emergency administration 

notions to attain empowerment [21]. 
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2.5 Geographic Information System (GIS) 

The GIS built-in system forecasts the natural disaster statuses in directed 

spheres and displays results by visualization and reports, which mention and 

guide futurity for limiting risks to the society [10]. 

2.6 Web Application Based System  

The web-based applications that employ the interconnection services unfolded 

into many complicated operations. It is unexpected to be covered by the term 

"web application," and the "web application" definition is never updated to 

address these current and challenging systems. Thus, it offers the parasol term 

"web-based application" to incorporate the plans, which use web services, 

focusing on involved design formalism applications or systems [29]. 

The benefit of web-based applications is that people can access from anyplace 

through a web-browser. Web applications omit the requirement to install 

software on a client-side, usually update the software, and secure its acting 

system. To further reduce support costs, a web application can run on a PC or 

a Mac and multiple browsers such as Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari, or 

Firefox. Furthermore, web applications reduce developers' demand to create a 

client for a particular computer or a unique operating system [30]. 

Implementing a web application for tracing a natural disaster risk and provides 

an alert signal at a feasible time are as follows: 
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2.6.1 Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) Framework 

PHP is a successful server-side programming language. It aids the developers' 

design and develops Web-based software applications with flexible, dynamic 

content in which the interaction process between the contents and databases is 

smooth and straightforward. PHP is a robust programming language because it 

allows some principal benefits, such as performance, scalability, open-source, 

and portability. The latest PHP Web Application Development Framework 

based on Model View Controller (MVC) architectural design and 

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) technology possess completed 

[31]. 

2.6.2 MVC Design Pattern 

A Norwegian computer scientist and professor Trygve Mikkjel Heyerdahl 

Reenskaug, invented the MVC pattern in 1979. The MVC is a software scheme 

exemplar for promoting GUI web applications, desktop applications, and 

mobile applications [32].As show in Figure (2.1) for developing a GUI web 

application. The MVC architecture has the following steps: 

 Browser: It is a graphical user interface (GUI) software application to 

interact with the webserver through the client machine. It is also known as 

a web browser or internet browser. It helps to visit the web application or 

website pages for sending or receiving the data to the user requirements [31]. 
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 Front Controller: It manages all requests by a user's browser for a website 

and loads all the requests to the controller. It provides an interface between 

the browser and the controller to standard behavior such as security, 

internationalization, and presenting particular views to specific users [31]. 

 Model: It is a fundamental part of the exemplar and supports the 

application's powerful data composition. It facilitates the user interface's 

self-governing to handle the application's data, philosophy, and controls. 

The model acts as a container used to encapsulate the application's center 

data, conceptual association, and business rules. It responds to any request 

or view from the controller [31]. 

 View: It is a way to describe the user's information in a graph, picture, or 

record. It is possible to represent the same information in multiple ways. 

The view performs the display of the model in an appropriate form. The idea 

is the application interface perceived by the patrons and interacts with the 

consumers. The statement will be placed in the browser by the controller at 

the user's demand [31]. 

 Controller: It allows input data, and this data transforms into instructions 

toward the model or view. It acknowledges the user information and does 

communications on the knowledge design objects. It receives the input, 

optionally authorizes it, and transfers the information to the model. The 

controller is a user inquiry processor. It requests the data of the model and 

loads the view, respectively [31]. 
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Figure 2.1: Model View Controller (MVC) Design Pattern [31] 

 

2.6.3 Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) 

The AJAX is a combination of client-side and server-side technologies. It 

supports web applications that use JavaScript (client-side) to send data and 

retrieve data from a server-side script. AJAX role is to update the data on the 

webpage without page refresh. This framework installs and configures 

smoothly to the computer-system for the implementation of real-time 

applications. The inbuilt Graphical User Interface (GUI) feature makes it user-

friendly, multi-purpose, and provides a user-manual guide for guiding users 

while working on the framework. It allows users quickly get Uniform Resource 

Locator (URL) sections and not require users to set the root path. Therefore, 

the new PHP web application framework is a web application development tool 

to help programmers create dynamic and real-time web applications to get prior 

notification of natural hazards [31]. 
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2.6.4 Laravel Framework 

Laravel is a freeware framework to develop and implement web applications. 

It is a PHP web application framework formed by Taylor Otwell. The first 

version was issued on 09 June 2011 to implement various web applications. 

The latest version of this framework is Laravel 8.0. The Laravel framework is 

obeying the Model View Controller (MVC) design philosophy. It is a full-stack 

developer platform for web applications [33]. 

A Progressive Framework: The developers believe, Laravel a "progressive" 

framework. It means Laravel improves technically as per the requirement of the 

web developers. It also supports the developers in progressing web applications 

by giving the study materials and video tutorials[33]. 

A Scalable Framework: Laravel is exceptionally scalable. It is user-friendly, 

easy to understand to use and implement a web application. It provides default 

support for fast development processes and perfect architecture for distributed 

system architecture [33] . 

A Community Framework: Laravel is a community framework due to the 

developer-friendly. It is a beautiful, healthy, and strong community for 

developers combined. It is regularly progressing and maintaining the PHP 

users' ecosystem [33]. 

2.6.5 MySQL 

MySQL is a famous Data Base Management System (DBMS) utilized by 

renowned Web-based social-media applications such as Twitter, Facebook, and 

YouTube due to its characteristics. It is open-source and freeware software, 

agile, robust, and manages user data in the server's database. It assures that 

many users can operate their work together, which provides speedy and reliable 

access for programmers. The brief-term MySQL comes from two sub-terms, 

such as 1. "My" indicates the co-founder's daughter, and 2. "SQL" indicates the 

Structured Query Language [34]. 
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MySQL server optimizes the query process to demand in an information 

practice with extensive ample data. The virtual table executed in MySQL is 

advantageous under the function of a query. MySQL supports the data 

replication process; it results if the DBMS crashes and will not provoke a 

system failure. Plus, due to the back-end server's high availability, it provides 

accessibility with downtime zero [34]. 

2.6.6 Application Programming Interfaces (API) for Web Applications 

The API is an antiquated idea created by Cotton and Greatorex in 1968. It is a 

beautiful concept to generate interfaces between different technical or 

application solutions. It makes a bridge between separate software applications. 

It is a reusable thought for various objectives. The instructions, subroutines, or 

software intervenes that incorporate a documented interface to a software 

program. It uses another application's services and functions, operating system, 

network operating system, driver, or other lower-level software programs [35]. 

APIs categorizes within the subsequent primary standards, as follows below: 

 Remote Procedure Call (RPC) APIs: It provides the facility to invoke a 

set of modules or subroutines to the consumer application. It executes by 

the server to perform the job like exchanging information and facts 

validation throughout the service request [35]. 

 APIs that follow the Representational State Transfer (REST) 

architectural style, or RESTful APIs: The RESTful APIs design 

technique is a heterogeneous form procured of many network-based 

architectural fashions coupled with extra constraints that determine a 

consistent connector interface. REST represents a set of limitations that 

regulate the functions/characteristics of compositional parts and the 

approved connections amongst the components inside an architecture that 

adheres to REST [35]. 
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2.7 System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 

The SDLC is a way to implement an idea properly. To develop any software 

program or application, SDLC comes into existence. It is a combination of well-

defined steps. By following this set of steps, application development should 

be completing the needs of the users effectively [37]. 

This entire process maintains the quality and effectiveness, including cost 

minimization for planning, designing, developing, testing, and maintenance an 

early warning system web-based and mobile-based applications. There are 

several SDLC models. Each model has some advantages and disadvantages 

[37]. 

Application security is also a substantial issue in designing, developing, and 

implementing a user application. The expense raises depend on multiple factors 

moreover is very illustrative to prove the importance of protection feature for 

an application. There is no guarantee for 100% security of an early warning 

alert system application. This practice is only minimizing the effect of 

vulnerabilities or viruses on the application [37]. 

All developers and clients' community seem for a low cost, no risk, high quality, 

best features, and a short period to optimize the software application's richness 

and excellence. This practice verified the application from time to time 

furthermore validated the application for developer-end and user-end [37]. 

The Waterfall model is straightforward and practical, with less cost. Here to 

develop an early warning alert system, following the steps of the Waterfall 

SDLC model. Figure (2.2) describes all the phases of the Waterfall Model. 
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2.7.1 Requirement Analysis 

It is the initial phase. It plays a vital role in producing an accurate system. If 

accumulated data wrongly, definitely the resulting system should not be perfect 

as per conditions. The system's feasible requirements are gathering in this 

phase. Then analyze the collected information and document it in a necessary 

blueprint report [37,38]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2: Waterfall Model [37,38] 
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2.7.2 System Design 

It bases on requirement stipulations from the earliest phase, the system design 

preparation. It helps in directing all the system demands for coding the 

application. This system design helps define fixtures and operation 

specifications and supports establishing the overall system building [37]. 

2.7.3 Implementation 

The operation is primary coding under small-small applications called units, 

including the system design phase's facts and figures. Then, these units 

integrated with the following stage. Each unit is programmed and experimented 

with as per its functional details, known as Unit Testing. The unit testing always 

to be completed to the programmers' end [37]. 

2.7.4 System Testing 

After programmed to all units in the implementation phase, test each unit and 

integrate it into a system or arrangement. Also performs a testing process while 

integrating these developed units. This process is known as integration testing, 

following the whole application tests' post-integration for finding defects, bugs, 

glitches, or failures. When system operative and non-operative testing proved, 

the application is ready to deploy to the consumer ecosystem or deliver into the 

market for further usage [37]. 

2.7.5 Maintenance 

Following the deployment of the software application, it finds some issues or 

bugs in the consumer environment. The bug is an undesired behavior of the 

application. It is not meeting the needs of the client. So in this maintenance 

phase, developers try to fix the bugs, issues, and defects furthermore release 

better versions. After completing the maintenance process, modified 

applications deliver for the user ecosystem [37]. 
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3 CHAPTER THREE 

Proposed Early Warning System Design 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes all hardware and software requirements of the proposed 

system to execute on a web network. Also, the general architecture of the EWS 

system illustrated in this chapter. This work or concept's central idea is to 

analyze, design, and implement an alert system while natural risks will notice. 

Moreover, it defines the working knowledge of the system and beneficial to 

humanity. Further, the user-facing global natural disaster problem benefits from 

this EWS and saves their lives, including assets. 

The system defines the requirements of all technical details for an aimed 

software application. Moreover, it handles the natural warning risk to the 

community. The early warning system is maturing using Hypertext 

Preprocessor (PHP) and Angular web frameworks. The application is entirely 

base on GIS technology. Finally, social media plays an essential role in 

distributing and broadcasting information to the public to save and secure life 

and wealth.  

Subsequently, the System or Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 

process applies for requirement analysis, design, coding, testing, and 

implementing an early warning system application. The proposed system 

directly facilitates humanity and the government or supervision authorities to 

track the natural disaster spot or evacuation place to save living and assets. It is 

the best way to overcome or minimize the effect of a specific natural hazard. 
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3.2 Proposed EWS System Requirements  

In the proposed system for a different natural disaster, there are essential 

hardware and software requirements that have to be available. Hence, these 

requirements are necessary to perform an appropriate evaluation process, 

especially when required to perform actual interface tests. Also, new versions 

of software and competent hardware are essential for collecting better results.  

3.2.1 Functional Requirements 

Functional requirements mean that a system is supposed to accomplish and the 

services that are applied. The person (user) who has the authority to: enter the 

data into the database system, prepare system reports and other outputs, plus 

identifying the descriptions of data to be entered into the system. There are four 

main types of users for handling EWS functional requirements: System 

Administrator, Admin, Staff, and Applicant. As show Figure (3.1). 

 System Administrator: The person who manages the overall system has 

the authority to access all modules, the ability to insert, view, edit and delete 

data, and giving the command to other users. 

 Admin: Each institution has an institution admin responsible for giving the 

employee permission, changes the employee permission, and has access to 

all his institution modules.   

 Staff: Each staff can access his profile and view his personal information. 

Nevertheless, he has no authority to delete or manipulate the data. 

 Applicant: Each applicant can access environmental information. After 

clicking on the subscribe button, the alert notifications will receive on the 

given mobile number or email address. Nevertheless, the applicant has no 

authority to delete or manipulate the data. 
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Figure 3.1: Early Warning System’ Users 

 
 

3.2.2 Non-functional Requirements: 

Non-functional requirements or sometimes called system qualities, refer to all 

needs that describe the system attributes such as Security, Usability, Reliability, 

Accessibility, Extensibility, and Availability. 

 Security: An essential feature in any system is to protect information 

systems against unauthorized access or modification of data. System security 

use at both client and server sides. Usability refers to how easy user interfaces 

are working or how to improve the system's ease of handling during system 

design. It presents a friendly user interface. 

 Reliability: Refers to the system's probability to perform the required 

function during a specific period without failure. 

 Accessibility: Each user can access the system anywhere within the limits 

of his authentication: user, admin, and main admin. 

 Extensibility: It means the ability of the system to accept the significant 

extension of its capabilities without changing the fundamental architecture. 

 Availability: Ability of the system to perform its designated function 

whenever required. 

 

Early 

Warning 

System 

System 

Administrator 

Applicant Admin 

Staff 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/ability.html
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3.2.3 Software Requirements 

To design an efficient web-based development of EWS for providing warning 

against natural risks with multiple modules to perform many tasks.  There is a 

need for some software such as: 

 Personal Home Page (PHP). 

 Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 

 JavaScript (AJAX and JQuery). 

 Cascading Style Sheet (CSS). 

 Bootstrap. 

 MySQL Database (phpMyAdmin). 

 Web browser, for example (Google Chrome, Opera, Firefox). 

 Internet service. 

3.2.4 Server Requirements 

Minimum hardware requirements for a Front-end web server for a medium 

dataset deployment of EWS Project. For a three-tier (presentation layer, 

business logic layer and data layer) deployment supporting a medium dataset, 

the following are the minimum hardware requirements: 

 

Table 3.1 Server Requirements 

 

Component Minimum requirement 

Processor 64-bit, four-core, 2.5 GHz minimum per core 

RAM 

8 GB for developer or evaluation use 

16 GB for single server and multiple server farm 

installation for production use 

Hard disk 80 GB 
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3.3 General Structure of the Proposed Early Warning System 

The EWS is beneficial to the community by alerting for natural risks. It is 

working as per geographical locations. Now it is a website application that is 

open through the user with any web browser. The EWS website is compatible 

with Google Chrome, Safari, Opera, Mozilla Firefox, and Internet Explorer 

web browsers. The EWS website consists of Google Map Key, Openweather 

Key, OneSignal Push Notification Key, and Push Notification Message 

Application Programming Interface (API) . 

The EWS web application general structure categorized into two parts: 

 The ordinary user 

 The system administrator 
 

3.3.1 Structure of EWS for the Ordinary User 

For the ordinary user, the operational structure of EWS is following as: 

1. The first time, the user browses the EWS website by any web browser. The 

user needs to select the location. The location, automatically on the website 

home page, shows the current temperature and other weather-related 

information pieces. 

2. The website home page represents the weather information for a whole 

week. This information contains the maximum or minimum temperature, 

cloudy or sunny day and night. 

3. The weather forecasting is also available on the website home page to aware 

of risks. The people see the climatic conditions directly through interactive 

details . 

4. The application is also providing alert notifications to the subscribers. On 

the website page, one Subscriber Button is available. This Subscriber Button 

is optional to the user. While the user opts for a subscription, the application 

directly collects an email address or a mobile number. 
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5. The application is composed of Google Map API. This API helps to locate 

or define the exact area as per latitude and longitude points. It is much 

beneficial for finding the accurate disaster location, even cities, towns, or 

villages. Further, it prefers for guiding about to reallocate nearby the spot 

after evacuation . 

6. The ordinary user has no right to edit, delete or modify on the web 

application. 

 

3.3.2 Structure of EWS for the Weather or System Administrator 

For the system administrator user, the operational structure of EWS is following 

as: 

1. The system admin has a right to edit, delete or update the information on the 

EWS website. 

2. The weather admin has a right to see all the active users or subscribers on 

the website. 

3. The weather admin provides the recent posts on the website to inform 

ordinary users. 

4. The weather admin can share the disaster notifications to the already users 

who subscribed to the application. 

5. Through the web application, collects the regular user data as per 

geographical locations. Further sends the warning to the specific location 

users for the natural disaster risks. 

 

3.4 Administer EWS Web Application Platform 

The EWS application platform admin center renders a centralized portal for 

authorities to control environments and perspectives for a web application, 

early warning automation, and client engagement. 
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3.4.1 EWS Web Application Platform Admin Center Capabilities 

The EWS admin center gives subsequent inclinations are as follows: 

Table 3.2: EWS-Admin Center Capabilities 

Feature Description 

Dashboard 
View, create, and manage the web settings. Select a 

background to view details and control its setting. 

Subscriber 
View the list of all subscribers. It also sends the notification 

to all subscribers in the list. 

Contacts Show the list of all contacts stored. 

Categories 
Create a category for weather news according to severity and 

priority. 

Posts View, create and manage the posts. 

Medias 
Add new pictures to represent weather forecasting and 

conditions. 

Settings Handle the application, API, database, and email settings. 

 

 

3.4.2 EWS Web Application Platform Ordinary User Center Capabilities 

The web application Home Page gives the weather information to all kinds of 

users.  EWS user center shows subsequent attractions are as follows: 

Table 3.3 :EWS-User Center Capabilities 

Feature Description 

Home Tab 
Show the website Home Page with all-weather information 

as per the current geographic location of the user. 
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Posts Tab 

Present all news and updates concerning weather conditions 

worldwide, location-wise, for alerting or aware the 

commoner about near-future risks regarding the disaster. 

Contact Tab 

Users can interact with message communication to weather 

administrators to get an accurate idea about climatic 

situations worldwide. 

Search Bar Put any geographic location and then press Find Button. 

Find Button 
Display the weather forecasting as per input location via the 

Search Bar to an individual user for a week. 

Subscribe 

Bar 

Input user's email address to store to the web application 

database. Then click Subscribe Button. 

Subscribe 

Button 

Save the user's email for further sharing of notifications 

regarding natural disasters to be forecasting. 

 

3.4.3 Support for EWS 

The commoner sends the request for Help and Support to the system admin 

through Contact Tab on the web application's Home Page. System admins can 

use this experience in the EWS admin center to resolve issues for client request. 

More eminent tiers of backing plans propose access to advisory services and 

other benefits like technical support on an all-day, every-day basis with faster 

initial response times. The commoner can find more information about the 

existing supporter plans for coming harm. 
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3.4.4 Send Early Alerts to Multiple Subscribers 

The application will provide notifications. It will allow weather admin to set 

users' email addresses linked to an environment other than default users that 

should receive notifications. The application sends alerts by using SMS or 

email services. On the application, it classifies the users in two ways, such as 

1. Active users and, 2. Passive users. Active users who subscribed to the 

application by providing an email address. Active users receive the early 

warning email messages quickly on time if uncertainties forecast by the admin 

center. Whereas passive users who have not subscribed to the web application. 

Passive users can see all types of information as per their geographical 

locations, provided by the weather admin on the Home Page of the EWS 

website. Inactive users will not have any notifications for early warnings from 

the application. 
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3.5 Management and Monitoring EWS Web Application Platform: 

Model Algorithms with Work Flow Diagrams 

 

3.5.1 Steps to Show Weather Forecasting Details for One Week 

Step-1. Start 

Step-2. To surf the EWS web application, the user inputs the website domain 

name through a web browser. 

Step-3. To receive one pop-up message on the application Home Page for 

permission to access the geographical location. 

Step-4. Condition  

If (User allows to an application for accessing the device's location) 

Then, 

EWS's Home Page --> shows real-time weather details to the user 

according to geographical location. 

End-if 

Otherwise, 

EWS --> shows general details, not specific to geographical location. 

Step-5. Finally, display the forecast climatic conditions for one week on the 

application's Home Page. 

Step-6. End. 
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Figure 3.2: Flow-diagram to Show Weather Forecasting Details 
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3.5.2 Steps to check Climate for any worldwide location 

Step-1. Start 

Step-2. To write any location name to Search Bar to the EWS web application 

Home Page. 

Step-3. Click Find Button, following the Search Bar, to access the 

geographical location. 

Step-4. Finally, display the forecast climatic conditions detail for one week 

about the application's Home Page's specific location. 

Step-5. End. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3: Flow-diagram to check climate for any location Worldwide 
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Bar, to access the geographical location. 
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3.5.3 Steps to Receive Early Alert Notifications for Natural Disaster 

Step-1. Start 

Step-2. To input the user's email address to the Textbox on the EWS web 

application's Home Page. 

Step-3. Click on Subscribe Button next to the Textbox. 

Step-4. Condition  

If (User allows to an application for accessing the email's address) 

Then, 

User's email address --> record to EWS database. 

End-if 

Otherwise, 

User's email address --> no record to EWS database. 

Step-5. Finally, as per the EWS recorded database, early alert notifications 

send to the subscribers. 

Step-6. End. 

 
Figure 3.4: Flow-diagram to show weather forecasting details 
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3.5.4 Steps to Determine about Active and Passive Users 

Step-1. Start 

Step-2. To check the user's email address to the EWS database. 

Step-3. Condition  

If (User email's address is subscribed) 

Then, 

EWS --> Active users. 

Active users --> Receives Early Alert Notifications. 

End-if 

Otherwise, 

EWS --> Passive users. 

Passive users --> Not receives Early Alert Notifications. 

Step-4. Finally, as per the EWS recorded database, early alert notifications 

send to the active users. 

Step-5. End.  

 
 

Figure 3.5: Flow-diagram to Share Early Notifications to Active Users 
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3.6 The EWS Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) 

The EWS application system admin executes a centralized gateway for experts 

to manage settings and outlooks for a web application, early notification 

computerization, and user management. The EWS web APIs are interfaces that 

empower web applications to interact with different mediums. The EWS 

application composed of four APIs, such as: 

 
Figure 3.6: Early Warning System API Architecture 

 

3.6.1 EWS Web Application Platform Google Map Key 

The EWS admin center gives subsequent inclinations to unite the Google API 

Key to the EWS web application and follow the steps. 

Step-1. Go into the Google Cloud Credential Services Interface to become 

ready. 

Step-2. Select or build the project for which the weather admin wants to add 

an API key from the project drop-down menu. 

Step-3. Pick APIs & Services --> Credentials from the menu bar. 

Step-4. Press tab Create Credentials --> API key on the Credentials tab. 

Step-5. The newly formed API code shows in the API key generated dialog. 

Step-6. Close the window. 

Step-7. The new API secret will appear on the Credentials section together 

under API Keys. 

Step-8. Keep the API key limited until using it in the EWS program. 
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3.6.2 EWS Web Application Platform Openweather Key 

The EWS admin center proffers consequent directions to set the OpenWeather 

API Key are as follows. 

Step-1. Consider signing up to the OpenWeatherMap. 

Step-2. After username and password, go to the "API keys" tab and extract 

the API key. 

Step-3. Inside the EWS application, weather admin settings page, paste the 

copied API key to the corresponding Textbox followed by the label-

name OpenWeather Key. 

3.6.2.1 To set City or Region Location for OpenWeather API Key. 

Enter the location to see the weather. This exact positioning is specifying in 

three forms: 

1. Submit the location name (Erbil, IQ); 

2. Stipulate the location coordinate (44.0106, 36.1926); 

3. Insert city or region ID (95446). 

After completing the procedure, finally, the URL generated with complete 

information about the region, city, town, or district with OpenWeather API Key 

like as: 

http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q=Erbil,Iraq&mode=xml&ap

pid=d1e2d0763204896fd894698f5c6e27ee 

It expedites the city's details: coordinates, time-zone, sunrise, sunset, minimum 

temperature, maximum temperature, humidity, pressure, wind, direction, 

clouds, visibility, and precipitation. See Figure (3.7). 
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<current> 

<city id="95446" name="Erbil"> 

<coord lon="44.0106" lat="36.1926"/> 

<country>IQ</country> 

<timezone>10800</timezone> 

<sun rise="2021-03-05T03:29:10" set="2021-03-05T15:02:04"/> 

</city> 

<temperature value="289.15" min="289.15" max="289.15" unit="kelvin"/> 

<feels_like value="283.16" unit="kelvin"/> 

<humidity value="51" unit="%"/> 

<pressure value="1009" unit="hPa"/> 

<wind> 

<speed value="7.2" unit="m/s" name="Moderate breeze"/> 

<gusts/> 

<direction value="100" code="E" name="East"/> 

</wind> 

<clouds value="75" name="broken clouds"/> 

<visibility value="8000"/> 

<precipitation mode="no"/> 

<weather number="803" value="broken clouds" icon="04n"/> 

<lastupdate value="2021-03-04T21:42:39"/> 

</current> 

 

 

Figure 3.7 : OpenWeatherMap API Key Details with XML Format 

 

3.6.3 EWS Web Application Platform OneSignal Push Notification Key 

Sending Web Push Notifications with OneSignal is fast. The EWS admin core 

performs the following movements to combine the OneSignal Push 

Notification API Key to the EWS web application. 

Step-1. First, to use this service, the Weather Administrator must sign up for a 

free account on https://app.onesignal.com/signup. 

Step-2. Add to the EWS Web Application; for the first setup of the OneSignal 

EWS program, press the "New App/Website" option. 

Step-3. To note the app's name, such as the EWS website, choose Web Push 

from the platform menu. Click the "Next: Configure your platform" 

option. 
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Step-4. Choose Integration. The OneSignal Dashboard will direct weather 

administrators in the process of installing the EWS website. 

Step-5. Welcome notification to the subscribers. It is an optional way to 

welcome or thank users after subscribing. Subscribers will receive a 

welcome email as soon as they sign up. The administrator of the EWS 

framework may modify or disable users from the program. 

Step-6. Typical setup of the site. Choose this selection if the weather admin 

proposal unites the OneSignal SDK to the EWS website using a 

cryptogram and prepares most of the EWS app's configuration in the 

OneSignal dashboard. 

Step-7. Set up a WordPress plugin or other Web Builder options. 

Step-8. Custom Code Setup. Select this option if the developer wants to have 

complete control of where OneSignal practices by addressing custom 

JavaScript. 

Step-9. Add the code to the site. To trigger OneSignal on the EWS website, the 

developer will need to paste the Web Push Settings code to the <head> 

site. If the system administrator has no access to change the site code, 

the weather administrator would need to contact the developer. 
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3.6.4 EWS Web Application Platform Push Notification Message 

The EWS admin center provides supervening push notification messages sent 

from the backend server or EWS application to the user interface, e.g., a web 

application or a mobile application. 

Step-1. Go into the IBM Cloud Service(s) Interface to become ready. 

Step-2. Associate the services. 

Step-3. Configure Push Notifications. 

Step-4. Modify and deploy Node.js application for EWS. 

Step-5. Receive Push Notifications. 
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4 CHAPTER FOUR 

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the implementing of EWS modules mentioned in 

chapter three related to two panels, such as User and Admin. The user module 

categorizes into two parts, 1. Active users, and 2. Passive users. Moreover, the 

admin module controls all access right and manages the panel to provide better 

services to people. This chapter, describes all details of the application with 

Graphical User Interface (GUI). It shows current weather conditions with 

temperature, cloud, sunlight, rain, humidity, and air blowing. Here, it offers the 

design and implementation of the EWS to the community facing natural risk in 

an area. 

4.2 Implementation and Results Analysis of Proposed EWS 

This implementation shows the performance analysis of the proposed early 

warning system in terms of commoner and professional. Professionals are 

taking care of services to the community for saving lives and assets while risk 

happens. Now see the whole GUI design to use further. 

4.2.1 Implementation and Results Analysis of User-based Web Solution 

As the user puts a URL [https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/] to the browser, 

the EWS application Home Page will open directly. Moreover, the first time 

one pop-up message reflects at the bottom of the web application Home Page. 

As show in Figure (4.1). It requests to allow location access by using Google 

API. If a user allows the application to access the location, the Home Page 

shows the weather details as per location accessed. It displays the one-week 

climate forecasting.  
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https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/ 

 
Figure 4.1: Early Warning System’ Users Interface 

See Figure (4.2). It explains the current climatic information with the next six 

days more. Here is one blue-colored find button following with search bar, put 

any worldwide location name to check the temperature and weather forecasting 

information to the specific place. One more panel on the website Home Page 

displays the available weather details for New York, India, Australia to the 

commoner. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/ 

 
Figure 4.2:EWS Web Application’s Home Page 
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See Figure (4.3), which shows the information about application features, 

weather analysis, and awesome pictures to define natures' beauty. On the EWS 

application, end of the Home Page, a blue-colored Subscribe Button follows a 

textbox for getting a user's email address; further, if the user enters an email-id 

to the textbox and clicks on the Subscribe Button. Then the individual email id 

records to the EWS application database so that the ordinary user becomes an 

active user. Otherwise, the general user is passive. The advantage for the active 

user is getting early warning notifications regarding natural disasters 

happening. Whereas inactive users surf the EWS web application for general 

information, no early alerts receive. On the same page's right-hand side, four 

social network applications link available to receive updates through many 

channels about the risks on time. These particular links are ensuing Facebook, 

Twitter, Google Plus, and Pinterest social networking apps. On the right-most 

corner of the EWS application Home Page, the user finds a red-colored Bell-

shaped Button for alert notifications. As shown in Figures (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) 

respectively. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/ 

 
 

Figure 4.3: EWS Web Application’s Home Page (Scrolled) 
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See Figure (4.4), which describes the EWS application's tab Posts using URL 

[https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/posts]. It displays distinct posts or news 

regarding weather conditions, disasters location-wise with severity and 

harmfulness. It guides the user to save lives and assets on time or before time. 

Plus, it gives information about the nearby spots to save the life from the 

dangerous place. The posts are categorizing in many formats like geographical 

location-wise, austerity wise and community-wise for the user's convenience. 

Accordingly, it facilitates the government, NGOs, and authorities to evacuate 

the people from harm land. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/posts 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4: EWS Web Application’s Posts Page 
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After the Posts tab, go through the next tab Contact on the EWS application. 

This webpage opens while using the URL 

[https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/contacts/create] to the web-browser. This 

tab facilitates the user to connect with weather administration services to 

discuss climatic situations geographically. Then user receives the best response 

to the doubt quickly. This service is very interactive for the community to better 

judge time for saving life and productive assets during a natural disaster. As 

illustrated in Figure (4.5). 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/contacts/create 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5: EWS Web Application’s Contact Page 

 

  

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/contacts/create
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4.2.2 Implementation and Results Analysis of Admin-based Web Solution  

In this EWS web application, administration plays a vital role in controlling 

precise information for providing better services to the user. It is describing 

with the help of the admin panel. Here two types of admin such as system admin 

and weather admin. The system admin controls the technical aspects of the 

EWS application. In contrast, weather admin concentrates on providing 

information about climatic conditions to the user location-wise. This part of the 

thesis finally defines the weather administration's services to the active plus 

passive users. To login to the Weather Control Panel, use the URL 

[https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/login] input to a web browser. As Show 

in Figure (4.6). On this weather admin Login page, enter Login-ID and 

Password. By following, one checkbox with the label name "Remember me" 

for choosing the save Login-ID and Password to the system cookies.  

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/login

 
 

 

Figure 4.6: EWS Web Application’s Weather Admin Login Page 
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Then click on the black-colored Login Button. It redirects to the Weather 

Admin Dashboard, see Figure (4.7). This dashboard is a control panel for the 

EWS application. It describes all the following weather admin services such as 

Subscribers, Contacts, Categories, Posts, Medias, and Settings on the Left Hand 

Side Panel on the same webpage. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin 

 
 

Figure 4.7: EWS Weather Admin Dashboard Page 
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To follow up the URL [https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/subscriber] 

to access Weather Admin Subscriber Page. Figure (4.8) displays all the details 

about subscribers using fields like Subscriber Id, Session Count, Language, 

Timezone, Device Type, Device Model, Device OS, Tags, Last Active Time 

Spent, and Created. Simultaneously, it lists the subscribers or active users for 

the EWS application. These details express all kinds of information for different 

subscribers for the EWS application. Here on the Subscriber Page, two more 

options also are available in blue-colored such as Sync User Button and Send 

Notification Button. The blue-colored Sync User Button for synchronizing the 

subscribers. If unspecified patrons register on EWS at any instant, this feature 

shows the list of total subscribers.  

 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/subscriber 

 
 

Figure 4.8: EWS Weather Admin Subscriber Page 
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See Figure (4.9). As the weather admin click on the blue-colored Sync Button, 

one pop-up message-box with the message "Are you sure to sync subscribers?" 

reflects on the screen. Then, the weather admin clicks on blue-colored OK 

Button to synchronize the list of all subscribers. Otherwise, no synchronization 

by clicking Cancel Button on the same message-box.  

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/subscriber 

 

 
 

Figure 4.9: EWS Weather Admin Subscriber Sync User Page to Pop-up 

Message "Are you sure to sync subscribers?" 
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Next, the blue-colored Send Notification Button uses to grant the alert warning 

to particular or group subscribers. As the weather admin click on the blue-

colored Send Notification Button, one pop-up message-box with the message 

"Are you sure to send a notification to subscribers?" reflects on the screen. 

The weather admin clicks on blue-colored OK Button to share the alert to a 

specific or group of subscriber/s. Otherwise, no warning conduct by clicking 

Cancel Button. As shown in Figure (4.10). 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/subscriber 

 
 

Figure 4.10: EWS Weather Admin Page to Pop-up Message "Are you sure to 

send notification to subscribers?" 
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On the Send Notification message-box, if the weather admin clicks on the blue-

colored OK button, see Figure (4.11), a pop-up message "Notification 

successfully send to all subscribers!" on the screen by following the blue-

colored OK button. At the end of the same webpage, look at the bottom right-

most corner; a black-colored message-box appears. This message-box appears 

due to the implementation of Google API with the EWS employment. One 

Close Button appears to close the message box. Finally, all steps are showing 

the functionality of the weather admin Subscriber webpage of the EWS 

application. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/subscriber 

 
 

Figure 4.11: EWS Weather Admin Page to Pop-up Message “Notification 

successfully send to all subscribers!” 
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Figure (4.12) represents all the users who contacted for their queries to the 

weather admin. The weather admin checks at the list of emails and makes a 

solution individually, group-wise or location-wise geographically. On this 

form, one check box with the label name New, as click to this check box, it 

displays the following current messages. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/contacts 

 
 

Figure 4.12: EWS Weather Admin Contact Page 
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Figure (4.13) defines the news categories. It describes the list of news and 

updates category-wise. It shows the headlines like weather news, climatic 

conditions location-wise, and severity of risks. More options are available with 

each news, like an orange-colored button to update the post and a red-colored 

button to destroy or delete it. On this form, one blue-colored New Category 

button opens to make a new post as per the class. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/categories 

 
 

Figure 4.13: EWS Weather Admin Categories Page 
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While clicking on the New Category button, it opens the category Creation 

Page. On this webpage, two textboxes will be available with respective label 

names Title and Slug. Following the label-names such as Title and Slug have 

hide buttons on the right-most corners to show or hide the textboxes. After 

inputting the values to the textboxes, and then click on the blue-colored Submit 

button. Finally, a category creates for posts to be specifying. As shown in 

Figure (4.14). 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/categories/create 

 
 

Figure 4.14: EWS Weather Admin Category Creation Page 
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Figure (4.15) lists the posts added by the weather admin. Also, it explains the 

details for the posts to people aware globally. This webpage shows two 

checkboxes with names New and Active by following the label name Status. It 

is beneficial for seeing the recent reports, live reports, or both current and 

factual reports. This knowledge comprises some fields such as Title, Image, 

Active, Creation, New, and SEO Title by following three buttons: View, Edit, 

and Destroy for each post.  

The weather admin creates the information by providing values to every field: 

for Title the headline of the report, for Image the picture regarding climatic 

visualization status location-wise, for Active showing the report is active or 

inactive, for Creation represents the date of added to the current report, for New 

defines the report is current or past upload, for SEO Title explains about the 

keyword to easily findable through search engines. While the weather admin 

clicking on any of the three buttons like the View button: it displays all the 

uploaded information about the same message, the Edit button: provides the 

right to modify the message details, and the Destroy button: destroys the 

uploaded message from the list of posts. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/posts 

 
Figure 4.15: EWS Weather Admin Posts Page 
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See Figure (4.16). This webpage is the second option under the Posts tab. It 

facilitates generating a new report for the commoner. Many fields are available 

to make a piece of well informative news about climatic situations. The fields 

at the center of the webpage are Title, Excerpt, and Body by following a blue-

colored Submit button, and; at the right-hand side are Categories, Tags, Details, 

Image, and SEO. For creating a new report, all the field values to be filled in. 

After completing all the information, the news will list on the first option of the 

Posts tab, as shown in Figure (4.15). 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/posts/create 

 
Figure 4.16: EWS Weather Admin Posts Creation Page 
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The webpage Medias is express as a media or pictures assignment page. 

Hereabouts weather admin stores the image dataset to display for the users on 

the EWS web application. These images may be of any natural beauty, climatic 

conditions, natural disaster awareness, or all. The weather admin can create 

separate folders for image categories. As shown in Figure (4.17). 

 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/medias 

 
 

Figure 4.17: EWS Weather Admin Medias Page 
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Figure (4.18) shows the Settings tab that contains four tabs, such as 

Application, API, Database, and Mails. This Setting tab defines complete 

control over the EWS application. The Application tab specifies the fields like 

Application name, Base URL, Default language, Server time zone, and Cache 

driver by following the blue-colored Submit button. By completing all the 

values details to the individual fields, then click the blue-colored Submit button. 

It saves all the information about the EWS application. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/settings 

 

 
 

Figure 4.18: EWS Weather Admin Settings Application Page 
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See Figure (4.19). The API tab defines Google Map Key, Openweather Key, 

OneSignal Push Notification Key, and Push Notification Message by obeying 

the blue-colored Submit button. By performing all the key-values to the specific 

fields, then click the blue-colored Submit button. It stores all the weather 

forecasting knowledge with temperature, air, cloudy, sunny, and rainy to the 

EWS application. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/settings 

 
 

Figure 4.19: EWS Weather Admin Settings API Page 
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In Figure (4.20) mentioned above the page. The Database tab explains 

Connection, Host, Port, Database name, User name, and Password by 

accompanying the blue-colored Submit button. By filling all the values details 

in the unique entries, then click the blue-colored Submit button. It gathers all 

the learning concerning database use with the EWS application. 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/settings 

 
 

Figure 4.20: EWS Weather Admin Settings Database Page 
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The Mails tab reveals Sender mail address, Sender name, Driver, Host, Port, 

User name, Password, and Encryption by supporting the blue-colored Submit 

button.  

By loading all the state features in the different insertions, then click the blue-

colored Submit button. It collects all the aspects regarding mail-server 

association with the EWS application. As illustrated in Figure (4.21). 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin/settings 

 
 

Figure 4.21: EWS Weather Admin Settings Mails Page 
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Figure (4.22) shows an alternative view for the weather admin Dashboard by 

hiding the left-side control panel. It includes the same features as Figure (4.7). 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin 

 
 

Figure 4.22: EWS Dashboard Page with Hide Weather Admin Panel (on the 

Left Hand Side) 
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This webpage shows to sign-out from the weather admin Dashboard. On the 

top right-hand side corner of the webpage, click on the Admin tab, then one 

pop-up displays, and click the Sign out button. After completing the job, the 

weather admin comes out of the EWS control panel by clicking the Sign out 

button, and it redirects back the webpage to the user's Home Page. As illustrated 

in Figure (4.23). 

https://weather.dev.badinansoft.com/admin 

 
 

Figure 4.23: EWS Weather Admin Sign-out Page 
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4.3 Usability of the EWS 

The System Usability Scale (SUS) was used to measure the usability in term of 

determining the level of effectiveness, satisfaction and efficiency of the system 

based on the obtained responses. It provides a quick aspect that has a very easy 

scale to manage the participants and it can be used for small sample sizes. It 

consists of ten items varied from 1 to 5 with associated responses ranging from 

strongly agreed to strongly disagree. These ten items were classified according 

to the positive and negative responses, as shown in Appendix D. The even-

numbered items refer to negative indication respond whereas the odd-numbered 

items have positive indication [39]. The scale of SUS result has 100 percentage 

scales.  The collected and analyzed data of 32 users. This is a data analysis 

quantitative tool for measuring the user experience about Weather system this 

analysis best ten (10) questions mention in the table. 

Table 4.1 SUS Scores by the Participants (Users) (N =32) 

Participant SUS Scores (%) Participant SUS Scores (%) Participant SUS Scores (%) 

User_01 80 User _12 90 User _23 72.5 

User _02 72.5 User _13 65 User _24 87.5 

User _03 62.5 User _14 82.5 User _25 82.5 

User _04 60 User _15 60 User _26 67.5 

User _05 65 User _16 75 User _27 57.5 

User _06 80 User _17 67.5 User _28 67.5 

User _07 70 User _18 67.5 User _29 62.5 

User _08 80 User _19 62.5 User _30 100 

User _09 75 User _20 75 User _31 70 

User _10 82.5 User _21 67.5 User _32 70 

User _11 82.5 User _22 100   

SUS Total Score 73.75 Mean (Overall of the participants SUS Scores) 
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Figure 4.24 is based on the survey results of 10 questions on usability issues of 

the system. Data analysis detail as per each question one by one as following 
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Figure 4.24 Mean survey results  
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5 CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

5.1 Conclusions 

Disaster preparedness aspects are critical to any country because several 

disaster experiences can be forecast to a comparable accuracy extent. It remains 

pretty challenging to determine quite a few classes of hazards as people resist 

promptly. However, it usually observes that several countries are frequently not 

regulated to hazard preparation, though it is a recurring disaster experience. It 

cannot entirely stop natural disasters occurrence. Still, the ruin induced via the 

disaster can occur averted, relieved before a more considerable degree by 

satisfying considering the new alert modes, using scientific knowledge for 

practical purposes like warnings by the practicing experts in the particular area. 

It is very fruitful for the regional people to evacuate from the unstable region 

and move to the nearby harmless place. Due to the perfect utility of EWS, the 

ordinary person may save life, tradition, culture, and worldly things.  

The EWS is primarily an interplay among various elements that promote 

interaction to begin a quick acknowledgment to preserve and serve the 

individuals in demand. It facilitates the people as per the geographic location 

worldwide. It is defined as EWS is composed of four components such as 1. 

Knowledge about forthcoming risk. 2. Monitor the hazardous site for warning 

the community. 3. Establish a connection via network technology for 

distributing an alert. And 4. Facilitate a response regarding the queries of the 

commoners. It is a web application to be used by people easily. This EWS 

application categorized users as active and passive. All subscribers for the EWS 

application are active users, and others are inactive users. Active users receive 

alerts for all of the information timely as on a priority basis geographically. 

Passive users only get the information by checking the EWS webpage. The alert 
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system handles by the weather admin. The user also gains notice for evacuating 

from the place to any safe areas before any harm happens. 

It concludes that on the system usability scale, EWS gets a good score of 

73.75%.It implies commons get benefits from the system and aware about 

weather conditions .It is a web application that facilitates the commoner to save 

life, assets, and generation. 

5.2 Suggestions for Future Works 

The following directions and fields can be proposed and suggested for future 

studies: 

1. A hybrid application toward mobile to be introducing for EWS. 

2. The EWS mobile application accompanies language ease for the system 

concerning Kurdish and Arabic. 

3. The EWS should have a One Signal Notification facility using SMS service 

to the mobile devices (embedded with GSM SIM card). 

4. To give the freedom for the active users to share the real-time information 

on the application blog. 
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7 APPENDIX (D) - SYSTEM USABILITY SCALE 

(QUESTIONNAIRE’S SAMPLE) 

 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1. I think that I would like 

to use this weather 

system frequently. 

     

2. I found the weather 

system unnecessarily 

complex. 

     

3. I thought the weather 

system was easy to use 
     

4. I think that I would need 

the support of a technical 

person to be able to use 

this weather system 

     

5. I found the various 

functions in this weather 

system were well 

integrated 

     

6. I thought there was too 

much inconsistency in 

this weather system 

     

7. I would imagine that 

most people would learn 

to use this weather 

system very quickly. 

     

8. I found the weather 

system very 

cumbersome to use 

     

9. I felt very confident 

using the weather 

system 

    
 

 

10. I needed to learn a lot of 

things before I could get 

going with this system 
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 الخالصة

 يجادٳي هة للمجتمع. وكانت مهمة الباحثين ية عائقة كبيرفي السنوات الماضية ، كانت الكوارث الطبيع

 الكوارث الطبيعية.  يقافٳ حد  ٲ مكانٳمعلوم ليس ب حل لهذه الكوارث ، لكن كما هو

طريقة ايجاد الفرد عن الكوارث الطبيعية فراغ كبير في المجتمع اليصال المعلومات فى وقتها لسالمة و 

 راث القومي.ات و التقاليد و التالحياة و العاد

طريقة تكون متناسقة مع كل المستعملين لبرمجة  يجادٳالخبر عن حدوث هذه الكوارث ، يجب  خذٲ فبعد

 اإلنذار والتحذير المسبق  بجميع اختالفاتهم.

 نذار، تتحدث هذه الطريقة عن كل المراحل ) التصميمية الفنية ( وتطرح كيفية تطبيق برمجة اٳل وهكذا

 والتحذير المسبق.

 یلٳ افةضٳ -والتحذير المسبق  نذاربرمجة اٳل -مثل  الكارثة الطبيعية  ، ساسيةالمصطلحات اٲل تظهرو

تم  قد(  API ،مكونات الويب  ،تطوير سوفتوير  ،  GIS،  جتماعيةالمواقع اٳل ، SMS)  برامج مثل

 ( EWSبرمجة التحذير المسبق ) داءٲتحليل النتائج و جودة 

( يقوم بالتسهيل للمجتمع فيما  EWSن جميع الخصائص وفقا له في برمجة )( وتبي GUIتظهر )  كما

من روائع هذه البرمجة في مشاركة المعلومات من  نهٳالمعلومات عن طريق اإليعاز . و رسالٳيخص 

 تقبل.  التي ستنجز في المس عماللمناقشة اٲل قتراحاتٳ( التي هي عبارة عن متصفح الويب جغرافيًاخالل )

مستندا بالمعلومات  سئلةٲرك النتائج من خالل استطالع موجه للمجتمع متكون من عشرة تشا كما

  73.75% نتيجة جيدة  ی(, احصل عل SUSطريق استخدام ) الصحيحة اآلتية ،وعن
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 العراق/ حكومة اقليم كوردستان

 تعليم العالي و البحث العلميالوزارة 

 جامعة دهوك التقنية

 

 

 

 ئي المسبق لألنواء الجويةنظام التنبيه التلقا
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 جامعة دهوك التقنية - عقرة - يةلمعلوماتاالكلية التقنية  مقدمة الى مجلس

 الماجستير في تكنولوجيا المعلومات وهي جزء من متطلبات نيل درجة
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 هاوكار جبار حمدعلى
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 پوخته

 هینيشێپهل ی.كارهگهڵمۆك ۆدژوار بوو ب یكهيهشێك یشتووسر یساتەكار ابردووڕ یناڵسا هل

 یساتەكار تێناتوان كێسهك چيه داياستهڕل ، يهكێشهە بۆ رهسەچار نيباشتر ەیوهنيزۆد رانهگهشيپ

 .ێنێستەبو  یسرووشت

 داهگهڵمۆک وێنهل ەيهورهگ یکيييهشاۆب كانسروشتيه ساتهكاره ەیربارەدی تاك وهئاگادار كردنه یگاڕێ

 ژيان. كانی پێداويستيهو  لتوورهو ک تيرهو ن انيژ یتهالمهس ۆب داۆيخ یکاتهل یاريزان ینانێستهەدهب له

ۆ گشت ب ەیوهوکردناڵببۆ  وهبدۆزنه كیرێگايهپاشان  و كهساتهی كارهربارهواڵ دههه یرگرتنەو یدوا

 ران .كارهێنهكانی بهزهجياوا جۆره

 هیختەشوێپ ەیوهئاگادارکردن یمهستيس یکردنێجهبێو ج نيزايد یکارواوی ڕێته باس له ، ەيهوێش مهب

 . کاتەد ارکراويشنێپ

 ڵپا هل هختەشوێپ ەیوهئاگادارکردن یمهستيو س یسروشت یکێساتەکار کەو یتهڕەبن ەیواژهتسەد

 هیکهاتێو پ رێفتوۆس یدانێپەرهپ یانيژ ڕی( و سوGIS کان،ييهتيههاڵمۆک ۆڕە، تSMS) یشدارۆه

 .داتەد شانيپ کراوياريد  یئا یپ هیئ  هڵگهل بێو یکراوهستهرجهب

 واوهت یکارە. ورددات نيشان ده( EWS) ختەشوێپ ەیوهدارکردنئاگا یمهستيس توانایو  کانهنجامهئ

 ( EWS) مهم سيستهئه کانيهندهتمهبيتا یواوهو ت خاتەردەد GUI هڵگهلو  مهم سيستهی ئهکردنێجهبێج

 .  کاتەباس د

 EWS زیرە توانای بهوه. ئیئاگاداری نامه یناردن هب کاتەد هگهڵمۆک ۆب یئاسانکار ەوهتهڕەبن هل 

 ندهچ لگهله وه. هڕبگێو یايجوگراف هیگڕێ هل کانيهئاگادار یکردن شههاوب ۆب ە( EWS)ی مهستيس

 داهاتوو یکانەکار یکردنۆگفتوگ ۆب کێازيشنێپ

پرسيار  بۆ  ناردنی ده به مهم سيستهر ئهسهله کيهاپرسڕ نجام دانیئه وتن دوایركهده کانهنجام ئه

نجامی ی ئههگوێرهب،  (SUS) رهکاربهب یتوانا یمهستيس یرەوێپای  رێگ له رانیكاری هێنهبه

  .٪ 73.75 ا نێه ستەدهباش ب یکەيهنمر مهم  سيستهە ئهوەخوار
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